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high-potentials for leadership roles
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Asian Paints conducts LEAD, a six month long three-stage developmental intervention that 

enables middle managers to step out of their functional mind-sets and start understanding 

broader business perspectives. The intervention was designed based on the need to provide 

internal training to selected employees who joined Asian Paints during early stages of their 

career and have shown integrity and growth potential. 

Asian Paints wanted to nurture their skills and enhance their business acumen, so that the 

company could promote them from within rather than hiring mid-managerial talent from 

outside. The intervention kick-started with the a simulation program from enParadigm.

Context

An enParadigm
TM

client story



Minimize sourcing talents from 

outside for leadership positions. 

High-potentials within Asian paints 

to be made future –ready for 

bigger roles and responsibilities. 

 Understand cross-functional strengths and 
constraints 

 Deeper understanding of the commercial  
aspects of business

 Understand and analyze data for strategy and 
planning

 Develop a holistic business perspective 

Objective

Desired Outcomes



Played top-management 
roles and ran a simulated 
business

Analyzed financial data and 
derived inputs for strategic 
decisions and effective 
forecasting

Took cross-functional 
decisions

Participant Experience

Solution
enParadigm leveraged a 2 days simulation based 

business intervention program for 44 high-potentials 

giving them opportunity to head virtual businesses

and experience the commercial impact of various  

decisions taken over multiple quarters.  The program 

was designed to build business acumen and drive 

thought-level changes - by offering desired insights

in a business environment, that is 

very close to reality.



Intervention structure

Meetings with HR leadership
(to isolate critical desired 

outcomes)

Inputs from every individual 
participant + reporting managers
(to identify specific strengths and 

gaps)

2-day Simulation Workshop

4 weeks of gamified, online retention 
modules helped participants 

refresh the insight gained

A 6-month implementation analysis 
helped ascertain the level of 

retention and implementation
(results in impact section)



“Now I look into other reports 
before I take any decision. 
Earlier there was a huge gap in 
my understanding of functions 
but now its not there.”

S.Shivraj
SSO

“Yes, I definitely see improvement in 
the way he handles changes and 
opportunities. With data analytics, 
he is able to take better decisions 
now.“

Reporting Manager

“I am focusing on strategy & 
planning for better decisions 
and implementing them.”

Sandeep Mane
Lias.Officer- Commercial

“I could see a clear difference in the 
way he plans his projects. There is 
100% improvement in his efficiency 
and speed.” 

Reporting Manager

Realistic forecasting helped the 

managers perform better and 

anticipate eventualities.  Cross-

functional alignment aided effective 

planning

Impact one



“I now understand balance 
sheet, P&L and cash-flow better 
and the financial impact of 
decisions taken.”

Sameer Tomar
Admin Officer

“He has improved in cross - functional 
activities and analyzing data for 
forecasting. He is able to see the 
bigger picture of business functions.”  

Reporting Manager

“I decided to work on three 
parameters after the workshop ; 
cost cutting, negotiation and 
forecasting. It is really showing 
results.”

Manjunath SG
SSO

“The workshop has definitely 
benefitted him a lot and he 
has been doing forecasting
a lot better than before.”

Reporting Manager

Improved financial awareness 

and data analysis helped 

control costs, explore 

opportunities, and eventually 

reduce escalations.

Impact two



Better understanding of 

customers segments and their 

requirements helped build 

stronger relationships

“I learnt how to serve 
different customer 
segments better.”

Sameer Sinha
SSO

“He has been able to take into the 
consideration the importance of other 
functions in our company. He has also 
done a great job in focusing accurately 
on right retailers and customers.”

Reporting Manager

“My key takeaways are cross 
functional decision making, 
planning & negotiation and 
business acumen.”

Sushil Tiwari
New Product Support 

“In the last few months, Sushil has 
become very customer- centric 
and provides deeper context and  
perspective about them to the 
service team.” 

Reporting Manager

Impact three
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Companies like you
Discover more success stories we were a part of, through our simulation programs. 

Infosys BPO helped 
its managers 

mature as trusted 
customer advisors

Häfele built 
business acumen 

and cross-functional 
collaboration

Chola MS General 
Insurance prepared 
its high-potentials 
for the next level

We are a company of business experts and IIM Ahmedabad alumni, 

helping senior leaders transform themselves through simulation-based 

programs with measurable business impact.
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